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A PROCESS OF LEARNING LANGUAGE ARTS - LEVEL 4 AND 5
11) Kaieteur Falls, Guyana
12) President Noor Hassanali, person

CHAPTER 1
EX 1.1

EX 1.4

1) prize, girl
2) flowers, vase
3) children, field
4) boy, pet, store
5) glasses, plates, shelves
6) mother, jewellery, dresses
7) father, computer, brother
8) pens, pencils, table
9) products, nutmegs, cocoa
10) thermometer, temperature

Today, Fred has an interview with the
managing director James Smith. His friend
Marlon also has the same interview. Fred
lives in Charlotteville in Tobago and if he gets
the job he will have to go to Scarborough to
work but he doesn’t mind. His best friend
Bob lives there. He will have to work from
Monday to Saturday. He likes to go to
Buccoo Reef on Sundays to relax.

EX 1.2

EX 1.5

1) Bob Marley, Jamaica
2) Anna, Antigua
3) Dr. Eric William, Trinidad, Tobago
4) Caroni River, Central Trinidad
5) Port of Spain
6) Beyonce Knowles
7) Prime Minister Dr.Keith Rowley, Barbados
8) Friday, Fatima
9) Richard, Polly
10) Vivek, Videsh
11) William, Guyana, Republic Day
12) Muslim, Eid-ul-Fitr

1) audience
2) choir
3) fleet
4) troupe
5) gang
6) range
7) flight
8) pack
9) swarm
10) tribe
11) fleet
12) suit

EX 1.3

EX 1.6

1) Essequibo River, river, Guyana
2) Vertebrates, animals, backbones
3) Cotton, tomatoes, carrots, products,
Montserrat
4) Principal, school, Mr. Fisher
5) Kingston, capital, Jamaica
6) Dover Beach, Barbados, sun
7) Birds, Trinidad, Tobago, Scarlet Ibis, Cocrico
8) St. John’s, capital, city, Antigua, Barbuda
9) Bridgetown, capital, Barbados
10) Cornwall Beach, relaxation, Jamaica

1) staff
2) team
3) troupe
4) bunch
5) collection, album
6) forest
7) gang
8) choir
9) host
10) class
3
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11) pride
12) chest
13) gang
14) fleet
15) library
16) galaxy
17) suite
18) band
19) mob
20) crate

2) father’s
3) Emily’s
4) aunt’s
5) Amir’s
6) friend’s
7) Brandon’s
8) neighbour’s
9) cousin’s
10) girl’s

EX 1.11

EX 1.7

1) monkeys’
2) pupils’
3) tigers’
4) babies’
5) teachers’
6) neighbours’
7) dogs’
8) elephants’
9) girls’
10) boys’

It was Saturday morning. Since Mandy and
Jessica had no school, they decided to go to
the harbour. There, they saw a fleet of ships
in the harbour. Mandy ‘s dog also
accompanied them. From the harbour they
admired the range of mountains. The
fishermen’s baskets were filled with fishes.
EX 1.8

EX 1.12

Boyce and Brandon’s bicycle repair shop is very
popular in the neighbourhood. They live in
Richmond high in Tobago. In an hour’s time, you get
your bicycle repaired. The shop is closed on
Saturdays and Sundays. In the month of December,
they go on vacation.

1) firemen’s
2) children’s
3) mice’s
4) men’s
5) women’s
6) oxen’s
7) children’s
8) fireman’s
9) oxen’s
10) women’s

EX 1.9
1) Sam’s
2) Father’s
3) Harry’s
4) Ladies’
5) Men’s
6) Boys’
7) Ria’s
8) Woman’s
9) Friend’s
10) Neighour’s

EX1.13
1) Charles’
2) James’
3) Chris’
4) Nicholas’
5) Jess’
6) Jones’
7) Jules’

EX 1.10
1) brother’s
4
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8) Moses’
9) Tess’
10) Columbus’

EX 1.17
1) Jerry’s
2) Henry’s
3) Ravi’s
4) Jill’s
5) Sally’s

EX 1.14
1) lady’s
2) soldiers’
3) men’s
4) Chris’
5) Girls’
6) children’s
7) man’s
8) friend’s
9) men’s
10) girl’s
11) sister’s
12) James’
13) girl’s
14) baby’s
15) Jess’

EX 1.18
1) The boy’s wish
2) The children’s toys
3) James’ computer
4) My mother-in-law’s
5) My brother’s shirt
6) The children’s books
7) Mr. Brown’s house
8) Mr. Ali’s car
9) Rajiv’s cell phone
10) Chin’s performance

EX 1.19
1) The men’s hats
2) The teacher’s chair
3) Harry’s bat
4) The babies’ bears
5) My aunt’s house
6) The boy’s toys
7) Hari’s keys
8) My father-in-law’s car
9) My sister-in-law’s dog
10) The donkey’s tail

EX 1.15
1) sister-in-law’s
2) brother-in-law’s
3) step-sisters’
4) step-mother’s
5) god-mother’s
6) father-in-law’s
7) mother-in-law’s
8) step-brother’s
9) girl-guides’
10) step-brother’s
11) sister’s
12) father-in-law’s

EX 1.20
In class today, Mary pencil’s broke. She
began to cry. Her teacher, Mr. Charles, gave
her another one and she stopped crying.
Some children’s books fell under the table
because they were playing. Mr. Charles’ pen
also fell out of his pocket. Amy’s lunch kit
opened and her snacks fell on the floor.

EX 1.16
1) The branches of the tree.
2) The point of the pencil was broken.
3) I love the smell of the roses.
4) The handles of the cups were too small.
5) The straps of the bags were very long.
6) The pages of the book are torn.
5
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4) anger
5) hunger
6) justice
7) capability
8) silence
9) ambition
10) emotion

EX 1.21
1) handbags
2) attorney-at-law, courtroom
3) bedroom
4) teaspoons, cupboard
5) step-mother
6) playfield
7) lifeguard
8) tablecloth
9) toothbrush
10) wristwatch
11) newspaper
12) postman
13) doorway
14) haircut
15) penknife
16) sportsman
17) girl-guides
18) hide-and-seek
19) mother-in-law
20) step-daughter
21) earring
22) teacups

EX 1.24
1) length, width
2) fragrance
3) depth
4) honesty
5) generosity
6) encouragement
7) information
8) growth
9) description

EX 1.25

EX 1.22
1) helplessness
2) information
3) boredom
4) fluency
5) relief, medication
6) kindness
7) preparation
8) explosion
9) patience
10) remainder
11) qualification
12) discipline

Common Noun
bird
parrot, ruler
book, road
school, trees

Proper Noun
Christmas
Michael, June
Monday, Couva
Divali, August

animals
benches

Peter, Mayaro
England

EX 1.26
1) abundance
2) choice
3) confusion
4) composition
5) decision
6) donation
7) procedure
8) receipt
9) thought
10) reduction

EX 1.23
1) patience
2) care
3) wealth
6

Abstract Noun
knowledge
punishment
love, greed,
kindness,
hatred
happiness
conspiracy
honesty
generosity
wisdom
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11) extension
12) scarcity
13) heroism
14) approval
15) vacancy
16) criticism
17) explanation
18) coldness
19) certainty
20) presence

21) buffaloes
22) cushions
23) stitches
24) volcanoes
25) restaurants
26) televisions
27) chapters
28) gases

EX 2.2
1) cities
2) valleys
3) trays
4) days
5) monkeys
6) countries
7) factories
8) holidays
9) journeys
10) families
11) trolleys
12) bakeries
13) dairies
14) donkeys
15) boys
16) turkeys
17) companies
18) communities
19) cherries
20) kidneys
21) rays
22) armies
23) fairies
24) ladies

EX 1.27
Mr. Davis was asked to submit his resignation letter
since he was found to be dishonest. Management
of the company thinks it is (it’s)for the best. Since
there was going to be a vacancy, employees were
asked to submit their application for the position.
His colleagues had great admiration for him. They
looked at him leave in sadness.

CHAPTER 2
EX 2.1
1) presents
2) tomatoes
3) buses
4) teachers
5) stores
6) dresses
7) boxes
8) friends
9) houses
10) churches
11) brushes
12) neighbours
13) mangoes
14) dishes
15) grasses
16) foxes
17) classes
18) matches
19) watches
20) arches

EX 2.3
1) thieves
2) leaves
3) wolves
4) wharfs
5) calves
6) halves
7
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7) loaves
8) sheaves
9) knives
10) shelves
11) wives
12) lives

They cut the bread into piece to prepare dinner.
They also bake two pies. They put many cherries in
them. They use four knives to cut the pies. After
they put them on six plates. They put the dishes on
the three shelves in the kitchen.

EX 2.7

EX 2.4

1) ladies, dresses
2) men, boots, feet
3) stepmothers, stepchildren
4) brothers-in-law, wineglasses
5) sheep, deer
6) syllabuses, syllabi
7) vertices
8) viruses
9) data
10) spoonfuls
11) mice
12) skies
13) oxen
14) platefuls
15) brothers-in-law

In the restaurant, there were many knives and
dishes on the tables. There were also many
plate, spoon and glass.The trolleys were filled
with many fruits and bottles. Many families
were celebrating their anniversaries. There
were many boxes of cakes for dessert.

EX 2.5
1) lives
2) step-sons
3) corbeaux
4) sheep
5) taxes
6) god-mothers
7) policemen
8) reefs
9) handfuls
10) vertices
11) mouthfuls
12) passers-by
13) brothers-in-law
14) pianos
15) mice
16) cities, mosquitoes
17) wineglasses
18) formulae
19) cupsful, cupfuls
20) sons-in-law

EX 2.8
1) prizes
2) mice, ladies
3) chiefs
4) stadiums, stadia
5) formulae, formulas
6) tomatoes, potatoes
7) brothers-in-law, salmon
8) syllabuses, syllabi
9) echoes, boys, valleys
10) ladies, dwarfs, witches

EX 2.9
The skies were blue. They were in the children’s
play park. Alice and James were on the swings.
Mike and Mary were sitting on the benches.
There were ladies sellng to passers-by. They
were selling watches and brushes. There were
many cherries on the tree. Many families were

EX 2.6
I have three sisters-in-law. Their names are Nisha,
Vena and Dennise. Nisha drinks two cupfuls of
coffee each day. She puts two spoonfuls of sugar in
them. Neema buys two loaves of bread every day.
8
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there to have a picnic. Kyle had two spoonfuls
of ice-cream.

swamp. The waiter pleased all his customers at the
cinema. My nephew enjoyed himself at the show.

EX 2.10

CHAPTER 3

1) N
2) M
3) M
4) F
5) F
6) F
7) M
8) N
9) C
10) F
11) C
12) C

EX 3.1
1) to listen
2) to go
3) to study
4) to work
5) to write
6) to prepare
7) to leave
8) to correct
9) to cut
10) to wash

EX 2.11

EX 3.2

1) hostess
2) ram
3) goose, wife
4) heiress, niece
5) stallion
6) tiger
7) sister-in-law, heiress
8) spinster, heifer
9) widow
10) boar
11) sisters-in-law, her
12) uncle
13) stepmother
14) lioness
15) heroine

1) to play
2) to dust
3) to swim
4) to wash
5) to clean
6) to be
7) to wash
8) to buy, to read
9) to trim, to cut
10) to sing, to act
11) to jog, to run
12) to iron
13) to paint
14) to go

EX 3.3
Harold likes to play and Cindy loves to read. The
children in the class like to assist their teacher to
clean the classroom. They are always happy to do
things to please him. Since Mr. Chapman is a kind
and caring person, they like to listen to him and do
what he says.

EX 2.12
The actress was given a bunch of flowers for her
great performance. She acted as the witch in the
play. The manageress was praised for the great job
she did. In the play, the lioness made her young in
the forest and the goose made her goslings in the

9
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EX 3.4

15) climbed

1) sitting
2) skipping
3) dancing
4) jogging
5) studying
6) eating
7) exercising
8) winning
9) sleeping
10) singing
11) swimming
12) teaching
13) painting
14) reading
15) riding
16) playing
17) reading
18) planting
19) cooking
20) sewing
21) driving
22) smoking
23) baking
24) washing
25) studying

EX 3.6
1) am
2) has
3) are
4) are
5) was
6) is
7) have
8) are
9) was
10) is

EX 3.7
1) feels
2) tasted
3) looks
4) appears
5) seem
6) look
7) smells
8) become

EX 3.8
1) is cooking
2) have completed
3) will be showered
4) have been driving
5) have delivered
6) has sewn
7) have thrown
8) has been repaired
9) could have helped
10) has written
11) will see
12) is climbing

EX 3.5
1) plays
2) walk
3) drives
4) prepares
5) studied
6) bought
7) ate
8) arrived
9) runs
10) writes
11) copied
12) scored
13) visited
14) laughed

EX 3.9
Mandy likes her job very much. She goes to work
every day. Her manager, Mr. Ali, praises her for her
great performance. The customers tell her they are
10
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pleased with her service. She smiles when she hears
that. Her friends admire her. They want to be a
good worker just like Mandy.

EX 3.12
1) received
2) joined
3) located
4) persuaded
5) climbed
6) served
7) booked
8) laughed
9) explained
10) paraded
11) warned
12) completed
13) watered
14) parked
15) decided
16) ascended
17) papered
18) raised
19) refused
20) posted

EX 3.10
1) cleans
2) flows
3) go
4) jog
5) chirp
6) study
7) writes
8) swim
9) play
10) eats

EX 3.11
1) completed
2) washed
3) rushed
4) received
5) decided
6) germinated
7) realised
8) prepared
9) assisted
10) descended
11) palpitated
12) posted
13) warned
14) betrayed
15) combined
16) invaded
17) explored
18) investigated
19) trembled
20) perspired
21) examined
22) raised
23) paraded
24) promised

EX 3.13
1) supplied
2) copied
3) repeated
4) skidded
5) occurred
6) failed
7) hurried
8) cheated
9) denied
10) buried
11) applied
12) satisfied
13) dried
14) replied
15) emptied
16) fried
17) dropped
18) terrified
19) dripped
11
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20) quarrelled
21) sealed
22) begged
23) admitted
24) cancelled
25) studied

EX 3.16
One Saturday, Maria travelled to her aunt’s
house in Mason Hall . She stepped inside and
dropped her luggage on the floor. After, her
aunt showed her to her room. She grabbed
her bags and occupied the best room. She
then went and emptied her bags. Her aunt
prepared dinner for her. She fried eggs and
baked a pie. She chatted with her aunt while
she ate. She revealed all her secrets to her
while she stirred and sipped her tea.

EX 3.14
1) patted
2) repeated
3) travelled
4) occurred
5) failed
6) dripped
7) stirred
8) cheated
9) served
10) sipped
11) stopped
12) grabbed
13) revealed
14) played
15) sewed
16) scrubbed
17) occupied
18) arrived
19) dried
20) watched

EX 3.17
1) went
2) drew
3) did
4) drank
5) built
6) ate
7) fell
8) left
9) blew
10) drove
11) taught
12) was

EX 3.18
1) knew
2) chose
3) bought
4) bit
5) wrote
6) sang
7) wore
8) taught
9) hid
10) gave
11) crept
12) was
13) wrote
14) took

EX 3.15
Last Sunday, Mike and Zack visited Mr.
Jones’ farm in Manzanilla. They waited and
listened to him and followed his rules about
what they should and shouldn’t do on the
farm. They climbed trees and picked many
fruits. They wiped them and placed them in
baskets. They even tasted some. They were
delighted. They leaped over small drains and
laughed and shouted. They screamed with
joy.

12
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15) forgot
16) were
17) swept
18) sowed
19) held
20) lied

13) We took music lessons.
14) I was elated about my results.
15) They were studying in the library.
16) She was eating her lunch.
17) The boy was singing loudly.
18) They surprised me.
19) She read well.
20) They copied from us.

EX 3.19
1) The sum was difficult to solve.
2) The man spoke loudly.
3) They were very elated.
4) We baked some cookies.
5) Both of them were here.
6) The sun was shining brightly.
7) They had left already.
8) My wallet was missing.
9) He played football.
10) The girl sang very well.
11) He wanted to know which car was his.
12) They took swimming lessons.
13) He cleaned his room.
14) We gave a lot of charity.
15) I rode my bicycle.
16) We brushed our teeth.
17) They studied their work.
18) He hurried to catch the bus.
19) They wrote neatly.
20) The students were very disappointed.

EX 3.21
Alex wrote a letter to her friend Lisa who lives in
Antigua. She tells her she will be coming to visit her
soon. Linda was excited. She happily began to plan
all the places where she will take her. She decided
she will take her to Barbuda's Frigate Bird
Sanctuary, The Museum of Antigua and Barbuda. St.
John's, the capital city and cruise ship port of
Antigua and Barbuda.

EX 3.22
1) will
2) will
3) will
4) shall
5) shall
6) shall
7) will
8) shall
9) will
10) shall
11) will
12) will
13) shall
14) will
15) will

EX 3.20
1) She was happy.
2) He washed the car.
3) We cleaned the yard.
4) They did their work well.
5) My birthday was in August.
6) The book was missing.
7) He played cricket.
8) She sang sweetly.
9) The dog begged for the bone.
10) The girl wore a beautiful dress.
11) He waved to us.
12) They prepared the meals.

EX 3.23
Tiffany drew a lovely picture of a lion. She
showed it to all her classmates. She said will
be entering the Art Competition. She hopes
she will place first in the competition. All her
friends told her she will come out first. They
13
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2) travelling
3) mixing
4) quarrel
5) wrapping
6) scrubbing
7) dropping
8) wearing
9) snowing
10) forgetting
11) buying
12) trying
13) flying
14) reaping
15) praying
16) paying
17) spying
18) revealing
19) floating
20) concealing

will be going with her to give her support.
The competition will be held at St.
Christopher Primary School.
EX 3.24

STOP

1) locating
2) pretending
3) assisting
4) typing
5) wiping
6) showing
7) explaining
8) serving
9) preparing
10) palpitating
11) ignoring
12) collecting
13) shining
14) coming
15) entering
16) exploring

EX 3.27
1) travelling
2) sipping
3) waiting
4) wearing
5) sealing
6) splitting
7) reaping
8) meeting
9) stopping
10) swimming
11) mopping
12) cutting
13) tying
14) feeling
15) locating
16) sleeping
17) dyeing
18) lying
19) cleaning
20) exploring
21) going
22) playing

EX 3.25
1) assisting
2) migrating
3) washing
4) driving
5) saving
6) throwing
7) wiping
8) selling
9) using
10) writing
11) coming
12) explaining
13) waiting
14) serving
15) smiling
16) changing

EX 3.26
1) shopping
14
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23) tying
24) wrapping
25) cancelling
26) trimming
27) making
28) coming

9) was lacing
10) was cutting
11) was sipping
12) was drawing
13) was taking
14) was pinning
15) was patting

EX 3.28

EX 3.31

1) are skating
2) is mowing
3) is skipping
4) is serving
5) is burying
6) are travelling
7) is occupying
8) am preparing
9) are continuing
10) am planning
11) am wondering
12) are wrapping
13) are having
14) is sewing
15) is putting

Piper was going on a bus when it collided with
another vehicle. Two of the passengers got injured.
Someone called the ambulance. It came within
seconds and carried the two injured passengers to
the hospital. The doctors said they will be going into
surgery at once. While they were operating on the
injured passengers, the relatives of the victims were
praying for their recovery.

EX 3.32
1) will be coming
2) shall be staying
3) will be driving
4) shall be stopping
5) will be promoting
6) will be returning
7) will be leaving
8) shall be taking
9) will be erecting
10) will be purchasing
11) will be entering
12) will be attending
13) will be going
14) will be learning
15) will be reaping

EX 3.29
Dennise is in her flower garden. There are a lot of
beautiful flowers. The sun is shining brightly. She is
taking care of the flowers. She is watering the
plants. She is pulling out the weeds among the
plants. She is smelling the fragrance of the flowers.
She is cutting some of the roses to put in a vase.
She is smiling because she is enjoying herself.

EX 3.30
1) was shopping
2) was driving
3) was entering, was escaping
4) was helping
5) was putting
6) was studying
7) was stirring
8) was ascending

EX 3.33
Alex will be cooking her three favourite
dishes today. She likes to cook. She wants to
enter the cooking competition. She will be
able to participate if the judges choose one
of her dishes that she will be preparing
today. She is hoping she will win so she will
15
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be able to enter the final stage of the
competition.

scream
wonder
protect
deny
reply
bury
satisfy
prefer
skid
compel
stir
travel
occupy
hurry
occur
carry
surprise
terrify
scare
finish
palpitate
perspire
throb
turn
spot
perceive
notice
glimpse
dart
scamper

EX 3.34
1) visit
2) see
3) call
4) speak
5) go
6) sleep
7) drink
8) come
9) write
10) take
11) leave
12) invite

EX 3.35
1) was playing
2) pleased
3) is packing
4) is sowing
5) shall be going
6) have done
7) shall be learning
8) has removed
9) had received
10) plays
11) is sipping
12) has written
13) will be playing
14) had taken
15) was using

EX 3.37
1) caught
2) chosen
3) came
4) crept
5) did
6) drank
7) eaten
8) fallen
9) flown
10) forgotten
11) held

EX 3.36
Present Tense
ask
locate
explore
prepare
delight

Past Tense
asked
located
explored
prepared
delighted

Past Participle
asked
located
explored
prepared
delighted
16

screamed
wondered
protected
denied
replied
buried
satisfied
preferred
skidded
compelled
stirred
travelled
occupied
hurried
occurred
carried
surprised
terrified
scared
finished
palpitated
perspired
throbbed
turned
spotted
perceived
noticed
glimpsed
darted
scampered

screamed
wondered
protected
denied
replied
buried
satisfied
preferred
skidded
compelled
stirred
travelled
occupied
hurried
occurred
carried
surprised
terrified
scared
finished
palpitated
perspired
throbbed
turned
spotted
perceived
noticed
glimpsed
darted
scampered
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12) hid
13) grew
14) gave
15) fought
16) eaten
17) fled
18) gone
19) hidden
20) hanged
21) hung
22) broken
23) knelt
24) lied
25) mowed
26) lied

12) slept
13) washed
14) bitten
15) sung
16) thrown
17) given
18) gone
19) taken
20) known

3.40
1) worn
2) written
3) surprised
4) drove
5) sown
6) drank
7) swept
8) rang
9) drawn
10) began
11) caught
12) hurried
13) travelled
14) hide
15) buried
16) laid
17) laying
18) lied
19) taken
20) waken

EX 3.38
1) sawed
2) sewn
3) sought
4) seen
5) sown
6) laid
7) lain
8) lay
9) risen
10) raised
11) laid
12) hidden

EX 3.39
1) sewn
2) done
3) sold
4) stolen
5) corrected
6) drunk
7) written
8) bought
9) come
10) done
11) seen

EX 3.41
After Tasha had checked over her test paper, she
handed it to her teacher. Mr. Carlton corrected all
the papers and gave them back to the students.
Tasha was surprised to see she had gotten three
sums wrong. She knew that she had done all her
sums carefully. She remembered that she hadn’t
written her name on her paper. When she looked
at the name, she realised it was not her paper. She

17
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smiled and showed it to the teacher. Mr. Carlton
returned the paper to its rightful owner.

2) soften
3) sweeten
4) tighten
5) shorten
6) weaken
7) fasten
8) frighten
9) lighten
10) darken
11) brighten
12) harden
13) widen
14) hasten
15) loosen
16) strengthen
17) fatten
18) sadden
19) gladden
20) madden

EX 3.42
1) has written
2) have called
3) have chosen
4) has trimmed
5) have cooked
6) has gone
7) has cancelled
8) have given
9) have forgotten
10) have spoken

EX 3.43

STOP

1) had stolen
2) had witnessed
3) had chosen
4) had spoken
5) had seen
6) had prepared
7) had taken
8) had left
9) had hidden
10) had thrown
11) had earned
12) had completed

EX 3.46
1) purify
2) fertilize
3) beautify
4) civilize
5) liquefy
6) equalize
7) terrorize, terrify
8) legalize
9) justify
10) idolize
11) simplify
12) sympathize
13) falsify
14) magnetize
15) electrify
16) specialize
17) clarify
18) apologize
19) solidify
20) criticize

EX 3.44
Kyle has gotten a new bicycle. He is excited to
ride it. The bicycle was given to him by his
mother for his birthday. He smiled, clapped
and screamed when he saw the bicycle. He was
given the gift because it was his tenth birthday.
He had invited some of his friends to come
over at his home to celebrate his birthday. His
mother had prepared a lot of snacks for them.
EX 3.45
1) cheapen
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EX 3.47

EX 3.49

1) impress
2) implant
3) imprison
4) endanger
5) enlarge
6) enrich
7) enslave
8) enclose
9) enrage
10) ensnare
11) enfold
12) inflame
13) inhabit

1) can
2) may
3) can
4) might
5) could
6) could
7) might
8) can
9) may
10) may
11) could
12) might
13) can
14) could
15) might
16) could
17) may
18) might

EX 3.48
1) well
2) good
3) well
4) well
5) good
6) well
7) well
8) well
9) well
10) well
11) well
12) well
13) well
14) good
15) well
16) good
17) good
18) good
19) good
20) well
21) good
22) good
23) good
24) good

EX 3.50
1) should
2) should
3) can
4) can
5) may
6) might
7) could
8) could
9) could
10) could
11) may
12) should
13) should

CHAPTER 4
EX 4.1
1) Cindy/Subject/ is my best friend. / Predicate
2) The flowers /Subject/ //Subject/ were very
beautiful. / Predicate
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3) His mother/Subject/ / /Subject/ gave him a car.
/ Predicate
4) I shall buy /Subject/ /Subject/ /you a bicycle. /
Predicate
5) My brother/Subject/ came home late. /
Predicate
6) My mother/Subject/ is preparing dinner. /
Predicate
7) The man /Subject/ spoke loudly. / Predicate
8) The children/Subject/ read well. / Predicate
9) The hills/Subject/ are covered with grass. /
Predicate
10) The house/Subject/ was struck by lightning. /
Predicate
11) The girls /Subject/clean their rooms.
12) The house/Subject/ is huge. / Predicate
13) Jarod/Subject/ is a clever boy. / Predicate
14) Mr. Ali/Subject/ is a great businessman. /
Predicate
15) The dentist /Subject/ is a kind person. /
Predicate
16) Sarah /Subject/ is a nurse. / Predicate

12) My father / Subject/ bought/ verb/ a silver
watch. /object
13) Each boy / Subject/ cleaned / verb/ his bag.
/object
14) The grey cat/ Subject/ drank/ verb/ the milk.
/object
15) My teacher / Subject/ received/ verb/ a
present. /object
16) He / Subject/ picked/ verb/ the ripe plums.
/object
17) The boy and the girl/ Subject/ chased the
butterflies. /object
18) The hens/ Subject/ laid/ verb/ many eggs.
/object

CHAPTER 5
EX 5.1
1) looks
2) clean
3) goes
4) sing
5) drives
6) chirp
7) try
8) wash
9) sell
10) are
11) prepares
12) are
13) is
14) have
15) fly
16) needs
17) have
18) brush
19) work
20) learn

EX 4.2
1) My sister/ Subject/ gave / verb/ me a dog as a
pet./object
2) The baker / Subject/ sold/ verb/ some fresh
pastries. /object
3) My father / Subject/ bough/ verb/ t a new car.
/object
4) Shane/ Subject/ fixed / verb/ his old bicycle.
/object
5) Polly / Subject/ sold / verb/ five birds. /object
6) The boy / Subject/ polished/ verb/ his pair of
shoes. /object
7) He / Subject/ received/ verb/ an award. /object
8) I / Subject/ bought/ verb/ an expensive bat.
/object
9) The lady/ Subject/ admired/ verb/ the lovely
dress. /object
10) The black dog / Subject/ ate the bone. /object
11) The boy/ Subject/ tasted / verb/ a piece of the
pizza. /object

EX 5.2
1) read
2) have
3) was
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4) are
5) do
6) swim
7) see
8) laugh
9) like
10) have
11) write
12) play
13) drives
14) is
15) runs
16) works
17) were
18) come
19) were
20) does

13) study
14) are
15) is
16) work
17) have
18) are
19) wants
20) studies
21) were

EX 5.5
Santuja and Christopher go to the bookstore on
Saturdays. They enjoy reading books about
famous buildings and hospitals around the
world. When Christopher grows up he wants to
be an engineer, just like his Uncle Joe. Santuja
wants to be a doctor like her mother. She says
she wants to be a heart surgeon. She hopes to
study in Richmond University in New York. She
likes to help sick people.

EX 5.3
Mary has two computers and her friend has
one. Alex and Piper don’t have any but Mary
shares her computer with them. They play
game on them .They also listen to music. When
they have projects to do they use them to do
their research. They like doing their research.
They gather and learn a lot of new information.
They always get excited when they have to do a
project.

EX 5.6
1) is
2) is
3) is
4) has
5) is
6) has
7) is
8) is
9) is
10) works

EX 5.4
1) go
2) jog
3) are
4) says
5) provide
6) sleep
7) work
8) fight
9) watches
10) play
11) smiles
12) are

EX 5.7
1) knows
2) is
3) tries
4) is
5) gives
6) wants
7) has
8) sees
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9) is
10) cleans

15) leads
16) receive
17) is
18) are
19) wants
20) has
21) expect
22) is
23) are
24) delivers
25) are

EX 5.8
1) wants
2) are
3) have
4) have
5) are

EX 5.9
1) was
2) were
3) is
4) was
5) clean

EX 5.12
Neither Lisa nor Ronny like to watch super hero
movies but Alicia enjoys watching Super Girl on
television. She says it is her favourite show. She
admires how she helps people who are in
difficulties. She wishes she could get super powers.
She said if she did she will help save the world from
evil people. Neither of her friends wants to have
super powers. They say that they just want to be a
simple people.

EX 5.10
Neither of the girls wants to enter the competition.
Neither Max nor Randy knows how to draw so they
don’t want to enter the competition. Either Paula or
Eric has to enter because they can draw well.
Neither the principal nor the teachers draw well.
Either the boys or the girls are going to accompany
the participants. The children in the class are happy
for their friends.

EX 5.13
1) has
2) obeys
3) is
4) does
5) tries
6) was
7) buys
8) is
9) cooperates
10) draws
11) has
12) was
13) attends
14) gives
15) is
16) looks
17) takes
18) has

EX 5.11
1) goes
2) has
3) were
4) were
5) has
6) are
7) is
8) were
9) are
10) has
11) enjoys
12) is
13) walks
14) is
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19) has
20) was

6) was
7) are
8) were
9) has
10) was
11) is
12) is

EX 5.14
Neither of our neighbours has a dog but we
have one. Someone has to open the door every
morning for him. Anyone who gets up first
opens the door. Every person in the house gets
a chance to open the door for the dog. He
barks at anyone he sees. When we go on
vacation we take him with us. Each one of us
takes turn to play with him. Someone has to
take him for a walk each day. He barks when no
one pays any attention to him.

EX 5.17
1) is
2) is
3) is
4) is
5) was
6) is
7) was
8) was
9) goes
10) is

EX 5.15
1) dissolves
2) is
3) is
4) is
5) plans
6) wants
7) speaks
8) goes
9) sees
10) has
11) is
12) needs
13) are
14) were
15) sing
16) sleeps
17) has
18) does

EX 5.18
1) are
2) were
3) has been
4) were
5) need
6) follow
7) is
8) like
9) was
10) were
11) is
12) is

EX 5.19
In the library, there are many books. Most of the
books are interesting. Clay, as well as Paula, reads a
lot of books. They go to the library often. Two-fifths
of the books on the shelves are very old. Many of
the boys in the school like to read. Most of the girls
help to keep the library tidy. Most of their time is
spent in the library.

EX 5.16
1) is
2) are
3) has
4) was
5) is
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7) like
8) deserves
9) are
10) is
11) is
12) were
13) were
14) like
15) want

EX 5.20
Since mumps is a contagious disease, Anil has to
stay home because he has the mumps. If he had
gone to school, he would have given it to the other
students in the school. Anil, as well as his friend,
Sheldon has the mumps so they both have to stay
home. Three weeks is a long time for they to be
absent from school. The principal, as well as their
teacher, has to make sure they get the school work
they will miss.

EX 5.24
All the members on the football team are happy.
Each player wears a good pair of shoes since he has
to run a lot. None of the players misses a practice.
They, as well as the coach, are always punctual.
Each player enjoys going for his practice. Many of
the players exercise regularly. They meet on
evenings and run and jog around the park. They
enjoy each other company.

EX 5.21
1) were
2) were
3) have
4) were
5) were
6) were
7) have
8) have

EX 5.25
1) is
2) is
3) is
4) was
5) affects
6) are
7) have
8) were
9) were
10) is
11) were
12) study
13) goes
14) perform
15) has
16) were
17) needs
18) have
19) was
20) knows
21) are

EX 5.22
1) were
2) was
3) are
4) were
5) were
6) were
7) seem
8) were
9) cuts
10) clean
11) were
12) were

EX 5.23
1) have
2) was
3) is
4) has
5) speaks
6) is
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22) is
23) have
24) were
25) is

Both dogs except Tom’s have to be fed. Tom’s dog
has to go for a walk before he eats. Tom, as well as
his cousin Adrian, likes dogs. They enter their dogs
in many competitions. Once they won a supply of
dog food for a year. They take their dogs regularly
for check up by, the vet, Dr. Saunders. Everybody
likes him. Nobody says anything negative about
him. One of the dogs which visit him very often is
our neighbour’s dog, Scooby.

2) laying
3) lay
4) laying
5) lying
6) laying
7) lay
8) lied
9) lay
10) lie
11) lay
12) lied
13) lay
14) lying
15) laid
16) lied

EX 5.27

EX 5.30

1) he
2) his
3) her
4) his
5) his
6) has
7) is
8) he
9) Has, his
10) Has, his

1) enjoys
2) listen
3) is held
4) displays
5) take
6) work
7) takes
8) eats
9) exercise
10) stand
11) enjoys
12) are

EX 5.26

EX 5.28
1) lie
2) laying
3) lie
4) lay
5) laid
6) lying
7) lied
8) lie
9) lay
10) laid

EX 5.31
1) run
2) is
3) gather
4) were
5) participate
6) sell
7) are
8) costs
9) was
10) is
11) is

EX 5.29
1) laid
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12) appeals
13) work
14) was
15) is
16) live
17) sleeps
18) were
19) have
20) clean

EX 5.32

Everyone was at the hospital. There was chaos as
Mack fell into a manhole in the road and had to be
rescued. The fire fighters came and saved him. They
had to rush him to the hospital. He had to get
medical attention immediately. Since he was
unconscious he had to stay at the hospital for
several days to undergo many tests. Everybody was
happy when they heard he had gained
consciousness.

EX 5.35

TO FIX

At home nobody likes to do chores except my
mother. My mother does all the washing and
cooking. Neither my father nor my brother likes to
cook. Neither of my sisters cleans. My two sisters
enjoy reading magazines. During Christmas time,
everyone helps to decorate the Christmas tree.
They love to decorate. My mother, as well as my
sisters, buys gifts for everyone. My mother
prepares a delicious turkey for Christmas. Nobody
wants to miss out on a fantastic Christmas.
Everyone loves Christmas since it is a time for loving
and giving.

All the firemen jumped on the fire truck as the
alarm went off. Mr. Collin’s house was on fire.
His neighbour called the fire station since he
wasn’t at home. When they arrived on the
scene, they realised that his dog was trapped in
the garage. They did their best to rescue the
dog. After an hour of extinguishing the fire,
they saved the dog, Spotty.
EX 6.1
1) with
2) towards
3) between
4) for
5) among
6) past
7) from
8) in, behind
9) with
10) beside
11) to, during
12) beyond
13) towards
14) behind
15) off
16) over
17) on
18) for
19) without
20) over

EX 5.33
1) wants
2) is
3) enjoys
4) is
5) enjoys
6) was
7) has
8) is playing
9) has
10) perform
11) does
12) are
13) sing
14) does
15) has

EX 5.34
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EX 6.2

EX 6.6

1) between
2) past
3) around
4) with
5) against
6) to

1) to
2) for
3) by
4) for
5) with
6) with
7) at
8) into
9) between
10) of
11) by, with
12) of
13) with
14) from
15) of
16) in

EX 6.3
1) among
2) besides
3) between
4) into
5) past
6) beside
7) except
8) into
9) among
10) in

EX 6.7
Since William was suffering from kidney failure, he
had to get dialysis three times a week. He agrees
with his doctor that he had to be careful. He was
familiar with the procedure of dialysis. The workers
at the dialysis centre were employed by the
government. He eventually died of a heart attack.
His family was disappoint in the service he was
given.

EX 6.4
1) into
2) around
3) to
4) from
5) with
6) of
7) from
8) with
9) in
10) of

CHAPTER 7
EX 7.1
1) she
2) we, her
3) him
4) them
5) you
6) them
7) he
8) him
9) us
10) ours
11) his

EX 6.5
1) to
2) with
3) with
4) from
5) with
6) at
7) to
8) from
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12) we, them
13) she, him
14) they, him

4) this Demonstrative
5) these Demonstrative
6) that Demonstrative
7) three Quantitative
8) one Quantitative
9) those Demonstrative
10) that Demonstrative
11) eight Quantitative
12) these Demonstrative

EX 7.2
1) She
2) They
3) It
4) We
5) They
6) They
7) Her
8) He
9) her
10) We
11) They
12) They

EX 7.5
1) yours Possessive
2) his Possessive
3) someone Distributive
4) everyone Distributive
5) his Possessive
6) yours, mine Possessive
7) theirs Possessive
8) neither Distributive
9) ours Possessive
10) its Possessive
11) anyone Distributive
12) someone Distributive
13) hers Possessive
14) anybody Distributive
15) theirs Possessive
16) his Possessive
17) hers Possessive
18) none Distributive
19) everyone Distributive
20) neither Distributive

EX 7.3
1) Us, him
2) We, her
3) You
4) He, me
5) I, her
6) You, her
7) You, me, I
8) You, me
9) You, me
10) Me
11) She, it, me
12) They, him
13) We
14) You
15) I
16) You, I
17) Them
18) I, her

EX 7.6
1) mine
2) yours
3) his
4) hers
5) theirs
6) ours
7) yours
8) his
9) ours

EX 7.4
1) Six Quantitative
2) these Demonstrative
3) those Demonstrative
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10) mine
11) hers
12) hers
13) ours
14) his
15) theirs

7) yourself, yourselves
8) yourself
9) themselves
10) himself, herself
11) himself
12) ourselves
13) themselves
14) herself
15) himself

EX 7.7
1) What Interrogative
2) Both Indefinite
3) Several Indefinite
4) Who Interrogative
5) Which Interrogative
6) Some Indefinite
7) few Indefinite
8) whom Interrogative
9) what Interrogative
10) nothing Indefinite
11) many Indefinite
12) everyone Indefinite
13) whose Interrogative
14) anyone Indefinite

EX 7.10
When Mark fell into the manhole, the fire fighters
gave him a rope to grab. He pulled himself up on
the rope and he came out of the well. The fire
fighters gave us a lecture about being careful on the
road when we are walking. Betty, a fire fighter
wanted to save Mark by herself but she couldn’t.

EX 7.11
1) them
2) you
3) I
4) I
5) You
6) they, we
7) It
8) They, we
9) I, we, they
10) I

EX 7.8
1) Who
2) What
3) Which
4) What
5) Who
6) Which
7) What
8) What
9) Who
10) Who, What

EX 7.12
1) He
2) We
3) They
4) I
5) She, I
6) We
7) He
8) She, I
9) She
10) we

EX 7.9
1) himself
2) myself
3) himself
4) myself
5) herself
6) themselves

EX 7.13
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1) He
2) They
3) They
4) They
5) We
6) They
7) She
8) I
9) She
10) He
11) She
12) They
13) He
14) They
15) she

4) him
5) them
6) him
7) me
8) her
9) them
10) her
11) them
12) him
13) me
14) me
15) him

EX 7.17
1) me
2) her
3) us
4) me
5) her, me
6) me
7) her, me

EX 7.14
1) you, she, he, they
2) you, she, he, they
3) I, you, they
4) You, we, I
5) you, she, they, I
6) you, she, they, I
7) you, she, he, they
8) you, he, they
9) you, she, he, they
10) you, he, they

EX 7.18
1) I, we, they
2) Me
3) Me
4) I
5) Me
6) Me
7) I, we, they
8) I
9) Me
10) Me

EX 7.15
1) he
2) she
3) I
4) She
5) I
6) They
7) we
8) they

EX 7.19
1) He and I are going to the cinema.
2) Sandra and he are in the same class.
3) Our neighbour gave us some ripe mangoes
yesterday.
4) Father bought a computer for my sister and me.
5) We saw her and her cousin on the beach.
6) They and we live on the same street.

EX 7.16
1) him
2) her
3) us
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7) Sally’s sister is not as brilliant as she.
8) We shared the cake between him and her.
9) It was I who came last.
10) She is almost as tall as I.
11) Neither of them wants to go.
12) They and we went to the pool.
13) What is her name?
14) This matter is between Joan and me.
15) Everyone except her did the homework.
16) If you sit next to us, we will be happy.
17) Besides you and me no one knew the answer.
18) She will have to come with them and us .
19) They appeared very powerful to them.
20) I thought the pigeon might swoop down on me.
21) I ask you to sit beside her.
22) She is smarter than he.
23) It was she we saw at the mall yesterday.
24) This problem is between Adil and me.
25) He is older than I.

5) whom/lady
6) who/girl
7) whom/boy
8) who/lady
9) whose/friend
10) whose/boy
11) which/chair
12) which/book
13) whom/guest
14) which/pen
15) whom/people
16) that/mango
17) which/purse
18) that/wallet
19) which/house
20) that/plums

EX 7.23
1) pear which/that
2) pen that/which
3) aunt who
4) people whom
5) pencil which
6) man whom
7) necklace that/which
8) rosebush which/that
9) movie which/that
10) office which/that
11) girl whom
12) house which/that
13) boy whom
14) kite which/that
15) bicycle that/which
16) book which/which
17) watch that/which
18) dress that/which
19) bed which/which
20) cake which/that

EX 7.20
Edward and I are in the same class. He is as smart as
I. He and I live on the same street. He and I decided
to go to the cinema. We decided he would buy the
snacks and share with me. Then we changed our
plan. He and I decided to go to mall. We invited our
friend Kyle. He is as clever as we.

EX 7.21
Since it was my birthday, my aunt sent I a gift. My
uncle always gives us toys for our birthday. He
makes us share the toys among the six of us. He
also gives my mother and me special presents for
our birthday. Since Mike and I like sports, he buy
two tennis rackets for us. My sister and I love our
uncle a lot.

EX 7.22
1) which/cake
2) who/boy
3) whose/lady
4) which/parrot

EX 7.24
Nisha invited Leela and me to her birthday
party. I gave her a lovely blouse and Leela
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bought her an expensive purse. Her mother
gave us a warm hug when we arrived at her
house. They served us our favourite snacks. She
baked Nisha’s favourite cake by herself. We
ate the cake which she gave us. Everyone who
was invited came to the party. Nisha played
with all of us at the party.

EX 7.27
I know the old lady who lives in the huge house on
our street. I usually go and visit her. I carry fresh
bread for her when my mother bakes. She lives by
herself. The old lady who lives there is a very kind
and caring person. She helps the poor children who
live in the community. She buys books and uniforms
for them. The villagers and they admire her.

EX 7.25
EX 7.28

1) I know the girl who owns this doll.
2) This is the man who looks after the sheep.
3) This is the child who drank all the juice.
4) I met the man who got shot.
5) I am the gardener who planted those roses.
6) This is the boy who took my cell phone.
7) These are the students who did the work.
8) This is the girl who came to school late.
9) This is Mr. Ali who bought the house next to us.
10) This is Mrs. Maharaj who taught me in school.
11) Shane is my friend who visits me.
12) This is the girl who borrowed my book.
13) I know the lady who owns this shop.
14) I saw the old lady who was lost.
15) This is the man who cuts our lawn.
16) I know the lady who owns this shop.
17) This is the mischievous boy who stole the
oranges.
18) Jerry is the person who picked the mangoes.
19) Mandy is a kind girl who likes to help people.
20) He is a principal who cares for children.

1) Whom
2) Whom
3) Whom
4) Who
5) Who
6) Whom
7) Who
8) Who
9) Whom
10) Whom
11) Who
12) Whom
13) Who
14) Whom
15) Whom
16) Who
17) Whom
18) whom

EX 7.29
1) That
2) Which/that
3) That/which
4) That/which
5) Who
6) Which
7) Who
8) Who
9) Which

EX 7.26
1) Who
2) Who
3) Who
4) Who
5) Who
6) Who
7) Who
8) Who
9) Who
10) Who

EX 7.30
1) Whom
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2) Whom
3) Us, them
4) Me
5) It’s
6) I
7) Us, them
8) Me
9) Whom
10) they

8) I am the teacher who teaches you every day.
9) This is the man whom I met at the park.
10) This is the lady whose purse was stolen.
11) That is the lady whom we met her last week.
12) That is the boy who purchased lunch for me.
13) I know the boy who owns this pen.
14) This is the cat which/that ate the fish.
15) I have found the dog that /which lost the dog.

EX 7.34

EX 7.31

My brother and I went to the cinema while my
mother and her sister Mandy went to the market.
Quickly, we ran into the mall. We met our
neighbour, Mr. Ramroop, and he brother at the
mall. His brother was older than he. They bought a
chocolate for us. We had to share it between the
two of us. The shoppers and they were happy at
the mall.

1) I
2) Us
3) Whom
4) Us
5) She
6) Me
7) She, I
8) Us
9) She
10) He
11) Us
12) she

EX 7.35
The man whom we met at the party was a wealthy
business man. He owns a car which is worth six
hundred thousand dollars. He gave us a speech
about how he became rich. Between you and me he
seems to be a good person. Three days later, we
heard he had passed away and had left his wealth
to be shared among his three brothers.

EX 7.32
One day Tom’s mother sent him to the store. His
pet followed him but he didn’t know. As he entered
the store, he met a lady who he knew. She was the
same lady whom he met at the mall the day before.
She bought a gift for him. She told him it was an
appreciation for helping her carry her bags. He
thanked her for the gift.

CHAPTER 8
EX 8.1
1) Mischievous Descriptive
2) Jamaican, Proper /enjoyable Descriptive
3) Big, white Descriptive
4) Hindu Proper
5) Cautious Descriptive
6) Guyanese, Proper /hospitable Descriptive
7) Faithful Descriptive
8) Mexican Proper
9) Dangerous Descriptive
10) Swiss, tasty Descriptive
11) Barbadian Proper

EX 7.33
1) Sam is the boy who took the man’s wallet.
2) This is the house which/ that the carpenter
built.
3) This is the doctor whom I met at the hospital.
4) This is the child who was crying.
5) I know the man who owns this bicycle.
6) That is the boy who stole my watch.
7) We found the cat that/ which was lost.
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12) Spanish, Proper /interesting Descriptive
13) Trinidadian, Tobagonian Proper/ entertaining
Descriptive
14) Mexican, Proper/ hot Descriptive
15) Japanese, Proper /unusual Descriptive
16) French, Proper /funny Descriptive

EX 8.4
1) Three
2) Eight
3) Nine
4) Six
5) Ten
6) Seven
7) Three
8) Ten
9) Twelve
10) two

EX 8.2
1) His possessive
2) My possessive
3) That demonstrative
4) Those demonstrative
5) Her possessive
6) His possessive
7) That demonstrative
8) Those demonstrative
9) These demonstrative
10) This demonstrative
11) Her possessive
12) Those demonstrative
13) These demonstrative
14) His possessive
15) These demonstrative
16) That demonstrative
17) Their demonstrative
18) These demonstrative
19) Our possessive
20) my possessive

EX 8.5
1) many indefinite
2) every distributive
3) some indefinite
4) every distributive
5) every distributive
6) several indefinite
7) each distributive
8) neither distributive
9) some indefinite
10) little indefinite
11) few indefinite
12) many indefinite
13) some indefinite
14) all indefinite
15) a few indefinite
16) most indefinite
17) neither distributive
18) none distributive
19) each distributive
20) every distributive

EX 8.3
1) Whose
2) Which
3) What
4) Whose, Which
5) Which, Whose
6) Whose
7) Which
8) Whose
9) Which
10) What

EX 8.6
Positive
1) weak
2) late
3) cold
4) ripe
5) great
6) fast
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Comparative
weaker
later
colder
riper
greater
faster

Superlative
weakest
latest
coldest
ripest
greatest
fastest
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7) fierce
8) nice
9) safe
10) dark

fiercer
nicer
safer
darker

6) holiest
7) hottest
8) healthier
9) busiest
10) easier
11) silliest
12) fatter
13) clumsier
14) noisier
15) ugliest

fiercest
nicest
safest
darkest

EX 8.7
1) shorter
2) bravest
3) highest
4) riper
5) later
6) fiercest
7) sweeter
8) safer
9) fastest
10) softer
11) coldest
12) neatest

EX 8.10
Positive
1) careful
2) gracious
3) famous
4) generous
5) furious
6) beautiful
7) grateful
8) wonderful

EX 8.8
Positive
1) pretty
2) slim
3) big
4) healthy
5) red
6) wealthy
7) sad
8) heavy
9) hungry
10) easy
11) ugly
12) clumsy
13) hot
14) lovely
15) thin

Comparative
prettier
slimmer
bigger
healthier
redder
wealthier
sadder
heavier
hungrier
easier
uglier
clumsier
hotter
lovelier
thinner

Superlative
prettiest
slimmest
biggest
healthiest
reddest
wealthiest
saddest
heaviest
hungriest
easiest
ugliest
clumsiest
hottest
loveliest
thinnest

9) enjoyable
10) intelligent
11) pleasant
12) cheerful

Comparitive
more careful
more gracious
more famous
more generous
more famous
more beautiful
more grateful
more
wonderful
more
enjoyable
more
intelligent
more pleasant
more careful

EX 8.11
1) most comfortable
2) more brilliant
3) more careful
4) more popular
5) most difficult
6) more handsome
7) most mischievous
8) more intelligent
9) most ignorant
10) less beautiful
11) most cheerful
12) more wonderful

EX 8.9
1) lazier
2) thinnest
3) friendliest
4) wetter
5) slimmer
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Superlative
most careful
most gracious
most famous
most generous
most famous
most beautiful
most grateful
most
wonderful
most
enjoyable
most
intelligent
most pleasant
most careful
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3) hottest
4) best
5) least
6) most
7) less
8) most generous
9) busiest
10) farthest
11) simpler
12) cleverest
13) easier
14) kindest
15) greatest

EX 8.12
Machel Mantano is one of the most popular
calypsonian in the country. Carnival is the busiest
time of the year for calypsonians. Some of them
sing the funniest calysos you will ever hear. At this
time, you see the most beautiful costumes. It is the
jolliest and happiest time for some people. It is the
most enjoyable for many people. Sometimes the
worst crimes happen around this time. The most
popular band becomes band of the year.

EX 8.13
1) worst
2) better
3) more
4) least
5) more
6) farthest
7) worst
8) more
9) more
10) best

EX 8.16
Jordan and his friends were drinking juice. He had
the least amount of juice left in his glass. He was
the most popular person in the class. He was the
wealthiest and the least boastful person. He was
also the cleverest boy. He was the jolliest and the
healthiest person in the school. He was tallest and
the most popular boy in class. Everyone admires
him in class.

EX 8.14

EX 8.17

1) This is the worst experience I have ever had.
2) I am the best student in the class.
3) She lives the farthest from the park.
4) The tea has less sugar than the juice.
5) I had the most fun in my life today.
6) Her dress is more beautiful than mine.
7) He is the most helpful boy in the
neighbourhood.
8) My uncle is the most handsome person in the
family.
9) My sandwich is more delicious than yours.
10) Ria writes worse than Leela.
11) She is taller than her sister.
12) I am fatter than she.

Since yesterday was the wettest day of the week,
everyone had to stay inside. They played many
board games. It was the happiest day of their life.
They ate many snacks and made many jokes. Fred
made the silliest jokes. Brian ate the least amount
of ice-cream among everyone.

EX 8.18
salty
dirty
rusty
cloudy
wealthy
healthy
roomy
stormy
hairy
dusty

EX 8.15
1) most mischievous
2) worst
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stonye
wavy
nosy
smoky
breezy
tasty
greasy
juicy
shady
hazy

17) graceful
18) heroic
19) famous
20) knowledgeable
21) spiteful
22) productive
23) scandalous
24) memorable
25) financial
26) picturesque
27) successful
28) deserted
29) violent
30) imaginative

EX 8.20

EX 8.22

sunnyn
muddy
starry
funny
witty
knotty
gritty
furry
baggy

Dona is wearing a woollen skirt. She makes
humorous joke. She is a very mischievous girl. She
is also a graceful dancer. She has an angelic face.
Although she is mischievous she is a sensible girl.
She has always been successful in her studies. She
was rewarded for her heroic action when she
prevented a little boy from falling down the stairs.

EX 8.21

1) a pen
2) a book
3) aman
4) an onion
5) a flower
6) a uniform
7) an oxen
8) a universe
9) a unit
10) a bowl
11) a cup
12) an honest person
13) an hour’s work
14) an era of change
15) an earthquake
16) a volcano
17) a hurricane

salty
rainy
windy

EX 8.19

EX 8.23

1) luxurious
2) valuable
3) mischievous
4) energetic
5) starry
6) humorous
7) angelic
8) central
9) poisonous
10) sensible/senseless
11) deadly
12) woollen
13) golden
14) wooden
15) playful
16) helpful
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18) a flood
19) a tsunami
20) an ocean
21) a continent
22) an explosion
23) an eruption
24) an experience
25) a hotel
26) a guest
27) a menu
28) a restaurant
29) an entertainer
30) a host

EX 9.2
1) tomorrow
2) yesterday
3) recently
4) lately
5) early
6) sometimes
7) morning
8) afterwards
9) now
10) frequently
11) next
12) after
13) since
14) lately
15) before
16) soon
17) today
18) always
19) next
20) afternoon

EX 8.24
One Saturday, Mrs. Wilson went to the
super market. She bought an apple, an
orange and a bottle of jam. She also bought
an egg, a juice and a mango. Suddenly, there
was an explosion and the shelves started to
shake. “Oh! God! It’s an earthquake”, she
screamed.

EX 9.3

CHAPTER 9

1) outside
2) anywhere
3) inside
4) below
5) away
6) upstairs
7) there
8) here
9) everywhere
10) near
11) near
12) far
13) where
14) nowhere
15) everywhere
16) somewhere
17) about
18) nowhere
19) here

EX 9.1
1) gingerly
2) stealthily
3) happily
4) heatedly
5) hurriedly
6) accidentally
7) greedily
8) willingly
9) beautifully
10) patiently
11) regularly
12) seriously
13) carelessly
14) gleefully
15) attentively
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20) anywhere

8) often
9) twice
10) rarely
11) frequently
12) seldom
13) never, there
14) sometimes
15) twice
16) seldom
17) always
18) twice
19) seldom
20) once

EX 9.4
1) almost
2) extremely
3) very
4) rather
5) very, neatly
6) almost
7) exceedingly
8) very
9) too
10) just
11) quite
12) rather
13) very
14) very
15) almost
16) rather
17) very
18) quite
19) very
20) rather

EX 9.7
1) Where
2) Not
3) Yes
4) No
5) Certainly
6) How
7) Never
8) When
9) Not
10) Never
11) Yes
12) No
13) When
14) Where
15) Where

EX 9.5
One Friday evening, it began to rain heavily.
Suddenly, the wind began to blow viciously.
Everyone quickly ran for shelter. Everyone became
extremely scared. They thought a storm was
approaching. Quickly, they rushed home. They
made themselves a hot cup of tea but not too hot.
They hurriedly put on their radios and listened to
the news attentively.

EX 9.8
1) willingly
2) bravely
3) proudly
4) horribly
5) noisily
6) sensibly
7) poorly
8) wearily
9) fairly
10) gently

EX 9.6
1) regularly
2) never
3) always
4) frequently
5) once
6) seldom
7) sometimes
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11) luckily
12) suddenly
13) hopefully
14) haughtily
15) anxiously
16) lazily
17) patiently
18) gladly
19) hurriedly
20) sleepily
21) steadily
22) simply
23) happily
24) carefully
25) suitably
26) skilfully
27) accidentally
28) distinctly

13) elegantly
14) immediately
15) gently
16) cautiously
17) carefully
18) rapidly
19) harshly
20) frantically
21) calmly
22) gently
23) clumsily
24) speedily

EX 9.11
1) most bitterly
2) faster
3) more frequently
4) most loudly
5) worst
6) farthest
7) more carefully
8) more sweetly
9) faster/slower
10) most seriously
11) satisfactorily
12) best
13) fairly
14) faster/later
15) better

EX 9.9
The principal left his office hurriedly when he heard
the news. Edward was injured badly on the
playfield. He was screaming loudly in pain. His head
was bleeding profusely. The first aid teacher, Mr.
Cooper came quickly and began to attend to his
injury. The principal called his parents immediately
.They arrived within minutes. Luckily, he wasn’t
injured seriously.

EX 9.10

EX 9.12

1) hurriedly
2) peacefully
3) patiently
4) mentally
5) proudly
6) easily
7) accidentally
8) slowly
9) daily
10) cheerfully
11) loudly
12) softly, silently

1) more carefully
2) most greedily
3) worst
4) better
5) more gently
6) more legibly
7) most
8) more cautiously
9) more seriously
10) more willingly
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EX 9.13

EX 10.3
1) He owns a puppy which is cute.
2) Sally found the book that was lost.
3) Fred bought a pair of sock which was black.
4) She is a person who is helpful.
5) The boy ate the mangoes which was sweet.
6) Jenny knows the boy who is clever.
7) Rico has a pencil which is green.
8) I met the man who is famous.

Both Mary and Helen like sport tremendously.
Mary said that she wants to be a famous
swimmer when she grows up. She hopes to
enter the Olympics one day. Mary can swim
well but Helen can play tennis better. Helen
used to practice frequently but lately she
hardly goes for practice. Helen also does art
well in school. She received many awards for
her art. Both girls also take their studies
seriously. They plan their extra curriculum
activities carefully.

EX 10.4
1) so
2) after
3) but
4) but
5) as/because
6) as/when
7) or
8) if
9) until
10) but

CHAPTER 10
EX 10.1
1) and
2) or
3) because
4) but
5) and
6) where
7) until
8) although

EX 10.5
1) while/when
2) since/because
3) but
4) until
5) since
6) although
7) when/after
8) as/because
9) as/when
10) but
11) after
12) although

EX 10.2
1) and
2) if
3) although
4) since
5) than
6) until
7) although
8) why
9) when
10) where
11) when
12) as

EX 10.6
Wendy and Marsha wanted to go to the circus. They
both like the circus. They enjoy going to the circus
because they get to buy popcorn and cotton candy.
Among all the acts they like the trapeze the best.
Marsha likes to look at the performance of the
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tigers although Wendy doesn’t like to see the tigers
she still watches their act. Since the circus was in
town for one day, they made sure and got tickets
early.

14) Hey!
15) Ouch!

EX 10.10
“Oh! How beautiful” screamed Mrs. Yacob when
she saw the lovely bunch of flowers. Oh! I wish I
could purchase those flowers but I can’t afford
them. Sadly, she turned around and left. An hour
later, her door bell rang. As she opened the door,
she screamed, “Oh! How lovely!”. It was the lovely
bunch of flowers that she had saw at the store. “Oh
dear! Thank you”, she said to the little boy.

EX 10.7
1) nor
2) nor
3) as long as
4) Even if
5) As well as
6) In order to
7) Nor
8) So that
9) As far as
10) nor

CHAPTER 11
EX 11.1
1) There’ll
2) Isn’t
3) I’ll
4) I’d
5) Who’s
6) Aren’t
7) Wouldn’t
8) Who’d
9) They’re
10) Shan’t
11) Don’t, I’ll
12) She’d

EX 10.8
1) so
2) yet
3) for
4) so
5) or
6) but
7) if
8) when
9) or

EX 10.9
EX 11.2

1) Help! Help!
2) Oh!
3) Ah!
4) Hurrah!
5) Dear me!
6) Oh dear!
7) At last!
8) Hush!
9) Bravo!
10) Good grief!
11) Alas!
12) No! No!
13) Hello! Hello!

1) He has
2) I would
3) They would
4) Cannot
5) Will not
6) They have
7) You had
8) Do not, We would
9) Will not
10) Must have
11) It has
12) Where would
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13) She has
14) There is
15) Might not

11) The vendors do not sell vegetables.
12) The maid will not clean the house.

EX 11.6

EX 11.3

1) Have you finished studying?
2) Are they going to school?
3) Is the stove working?
4) Is the teacher looking at the student?
5) Has she gone to school?
6) Have they gone to visit their aunt?
7) Have you read the book ‘Harry Potter?’
8) Are you going swimming tomorrow?
9) Have the boys ridden their bicycles?
10) Has Henry written the test?
11) Is the man cutting the lawn?
12) Is she correcting the test?

Zara said she can’t attend the party. She said she
isn’t feeling well so she won’t be able to attend. She
has the cold and she doesn’t want anyone to catch
the cold from her (since or because) cold is
contagious. She’s very sorry that she’ll be missing
the party. She hasn’t gone to a party in a long while
and she’d have really like to attend.

EX 11.4
1) We did not receive anything.
2) Nobody was at home.
3) They have not seen anyone.
4) My aunt did not give us any lunch today.
5) He doesn’t want any one’s money.
6) Jamie could not play any of the games.
7) They hardly knew anybody at the wedding.
8) We couldn’t find the book anywhere.
9) There isn’t any cake left.
10) I could not work any of the sums.
11) Sara didn’t clean any of the room.
12) Sometimes, I don’t feel to do anything.
13) Peter doesn’t play with anybody.
14) Hasn’t anyone seen my pen?
15) The children didn’t have any recess today.
16) They hardly knew anybody at the wedding.

CHAPTER 12
EX 12 .1
1) Mike invited brad to go with him to the beach.
2) The Blue Mountain can be found in Jamaica.
3) Eid-ul-fitr is a Muslim Festival.
4) How many plums did you eat?
5) I am going to the zoo on Sunday.
6) When are you going to Maracas?
7) I live in King Street in Pinces Town.
8) Kim had a brilliant idea but Ann stole it.
9) On Monday the children will be going Africa.
10) Hush! The baby is sleeping.
11) My sister lives in New York.
12) My friend visited Port of Spain.

EX 11.5
1) I am not learning to speak Spanish.
2) We do not write neatly.
3) She did not do her homework.
4) They do not sing very well.
5) He and his friends do not go there every day.
6) We do not have to go to church on Sunday.
7) I did not celebrate my anniversary last month.
8) The boys do not wish to play cricket now.
9) I do not study regularly.
10) Amrit has not gone to see the movie already.

EX 12.2
1) In fact, I was hungry, tired and frightened.
2) No, I did not clean my room.
3) After a little while, the children went home.
4) Yes, I will be going to the party.
5) Immediately, the dogs began to bark.
6) When I saw the teacher I became scared.
7) Anna, my friend, is a very pretty girl.
8) While writing, I made many mistakes.
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9) Since I am going that way, I’ll take you with me.
10) No, Shiva is not with us.
11) Well, I’ll see you tomorrow.
12) Before going to bed, I brush my teeth.

15) “Wow it’s already ten o’ clock!” shouted the
boy.
16) Several children, together with their parents,
were asked to leave the compound.
17) I enjoyed the movie ‘Star Trek’.
18) Aren ‘t you attending the function this
afternoon?

EX 12.3
1) On the table there are: books, pens, pencils and
folders.
2) My mother-in-law is ill.
3) My favourite hobbies are: swimming, reading
and baking.
4) One -third of my salary is spent on groceries.
5) The passers- by are very noisy.
6) I need to reach home 9:30 a.m.
7) On my way to school, I’ll visit you.
8) In the basket there are: eggs, bananas, apples
and oranges.
9) The girl- guides are having a meeting today.
10) My mother said that she needed: flour, sugar,
rice and milk from the supermarket.

EX 12.5
The children were elated when they heard they
were going on a fieldtrip. Wow! They screamed
as they spotted the giraffe in the zoo. Mr.
Wilson, their teacher, told them that they had
to follow the rules of the zoo which were: don’t
feed the animals , don’t touch the animals,
don’t stand near the cage and don’t litter.
EX 12.6
Come here now ! Why are you talking? “Didn ‘t
I say, no talking during the test,” shouted the
Mrs. Chin. The other children looked on
frightfully. They knew Mike was going to get
punish for disobeying the rules. “How should I
punish you Mr. Ramroop?” muttered to himself
. After a few seconds, he sent him to the
principal ‘s office.

EX 12.4
1) Fishermen need the following items: hooks,
nets and baits.
2) Mr. Brian’ s yard was littered with leaves.
3) He’s going to the mall with my sister’s friend.
4) These are the games we play: netball, cricket
and football.
5) My father- in- law’s was stolen.
6) Chris’ brother didn’ t help us much.
7) Mr.Brown, the manager, has retired.
8) “Where were you last night?” asked the
policeman.
9) Harry went to the bedroom to collect his father’
s keys.
10) Please buy me the following: milk, cheese and
bread.
11) Who stole my brother in-law’s bag?
12) Eric, the supervisor, speaks softly to his
workers.
13) It’s raining very heavily outside.
14) “How long is the trip?” asked the tourist.

EX 12.7
That day, the wind howled, the trees swayed,
the loose house tops sheets clattered and
clanged. Helter-skelter the parents ran. The
little children ran home quickly before the rain
came down. “Where have you been, you
naughty boy?” the parents asked. The children
can feel nothing but joy, for they love the
approach of rain.
EX 12.8
“Did everyone do the project?” asked Mr.
Hosein. To his surprise, the entire class
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admitted that they hadn’t completed it
because it was difficult. Very calmly, Mr. Hosein
showed them a documentary about
“Wetlands.” When they were finished watching
the film, they understood exactly what they
had to do. What a great teacher!

EX 12.11

EX 12.9

EX 12.12

The Caribbean is known worldwide for its
distinct unique foods. Our rich history of
European colonization and West African, East
Indian, Chinese and Portuguese labour lend for
a little bit of everything from everywhere Our
best meals come from roadside vendors ,beach
bars and casual creole restaurants scattered all
over the islands. Some of their special dishes
are: pelau, crab and dumplings and calaoo.
“What fantastic dishes! ” visitors exclaimed
when they visit.

1) Richard exclaimed, “I want to study.”
2) Edward shouted, “I do not know the answer.”
3) Ravi said, “My car is expensive.”
4) My mother said, “My chain is valuable.”
5) My father said, “Our house needs renovating.”
6) Sally said, “I am nervous.”
7) The boys boasted, “We are winners.”
8) The policeman warned them, “Do not drink and
drive.”
9) Jamie told me, “I am excited about the
fieldtrip.”
10) Amrit complained, “The food is spoilt.”

EX 12.10

EX 12.13

1) My mother ordered, “Take out the garbage.”
2) “Where will I find a rabbit?” wondered Sue.
3) “I can run faster than you,” boasted Charlie.
4) The child cried, “Why can’t I go?”
5) “Let’s ask Aunt Jane,” remarked the visitor.
6) “Did you see the class play?” she asked.
7) “We caught two birds!” Billy announced.
8) “I saw a monkey on Sunday,” Nancy reported.
9) “Let’s visit the farm,” begged the twins.
10) “What a funny story!” laughed Joe.
11) “I placed first in test,” boasted Frank.
12) “We are hungry,” said the children.
13) “How are you?” asked the teacher.
14) The girl whispered, “I am scared.”
15) The man shouted,” Leave now!”
16) Tom asked Alice, “Will you go with me?”
17) “Did you read the book?” asked Dick.
18) “We are going to the mall,” said the children.
19) “Today is fine,” said my neighbour.
20) “How is your mother?” asked my uncle.

1) “I am going to work,” said the man.
2) The lady said, “I am cooking.”
3) “We are studying,” said the children.
4) My neighbour said, “Sandy is cleaning the
house.”
5) “The boy is climbing the tree,” said the man.
6) “We are going to play in the park,” said the
children
7) “Water is dripping from the tap,” said the
plumber.
8) “The man is fixing the window,” said the lady.
9) The girl said, “I am writing a letter.”
10) The boys said, “We are fixing the car.”
11) My uncle announced, “I am going to Japan.”
12) Terry told Paul, “I am going to play cricket.”
13) Sally exclaimed, “I am going to the museum!”
14) The children announced, “We are organizing
the party.”
15) The girl said, “I am revising for my test.”

1) The girl said that she was twelve years old.
2) The man said that their building was colossal.
3) The boy shouted that he was elated.
4) The children said that they were ecstatic.
5) The people whispered that they were worried.
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1) prepaid, post paid
2) sub-divided
3) premature
4) precaution
5) under-estimate
6) under-current
7) overtime
8) undergo
9) outnumbered
10) overweight
11) foretell
12) illegible
13) super-powers
14) disarray
15) unsuitable
16) insufficient
17) unskilled
18) discontented
19) Non-hindus
20) Non-profitable

CHAPTER 13
EX 13.1
1) unbearable
2) impure
3) impatient
4) impassable
5) unsuccessful
6) irregular
7) irreversible
8) discontinue
9) impossible
10) underpaid
11) unsure
12) semi-circle
13) illegal
14) underweight
15) unequal
16) unaware
17) outgrown
18) biannual
19) under-populated
20) non-perishable

EX 13.4
1) displaced
2) non-residents
3) non-fictions
4) replay
5) Disrespectful
6) Disarranged
7) Inaudible
8) Discourteous
9) Overripe
10) Overgrown
11) Incurable
12) Non-existent
13) Unpunctual

EX 13.2
1) indistinct
2) inattentive
3) disobedient
4) unimportant
5) unarmed
6) unconscious
7) disagree
8) disallowed
9) unsuitable
10) incapable
11) disconnected
12) misconduct
13) unwilling
14) irrelevant
15) illegible

EX 13.5
careful
amazement
hopeful, less
achievement
extremely
advertisement

EX 13.3
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EX 13.9

careful
encouragement
tasteful, less
spiteful
separately
blameless
commencement
management
respectful

1) riping
2) attentively
3) childish
4) attendance
5) wisdom
6) growth
7) careless
8) assured
9) pronunciation
10) encouragement
11) ignorance
12) widest
13) hardship
14) resemblance
15) perilous
16) restless
17) truly
18) description
19) quicken
20) purify

EX 13.6
Words
changeable
courageous
traceable
noticeable
gracious
manageable
advantageous
serviceable
spacious
outrageous

EX 13.7

STOP

EX 13.10

dancing
bluish
courageous
manageable
noticeable
serving
desirous
smoking
loving
observing

1) endurance
2) sincerity
3) restriction
4) disregarded
5) encouragement
6) attendance
7) polluting
8) excessive
9) favourite
10) sensible
11) effective
12) customary

EX 13.8
Words
beginning
robbed, robbing
labelled, labelling
travelled, travelling
admitted, admitting
stopped, stopping

EX 13.11
1) defiance
2) resemblance
3) persuasion
4) qualification
5) sympathetic
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6) magically
7) permission
8) comparison
9) resignation
10) accidentally
11) gently
12) conversation
13) inadequate
14) description
15) disembark

6) calendar
7) circus
8) doctor
9) cold
10) octopus
11) hibiscus
12) Mexico
13) coach

EX 13.16
1) decide
2) celery
3) cereal
4) cities
5) cinema

EX 13.12
The boy’s curiosity got the better of him. He
needed to gather information for his project.
He did his research and got valuable facts. His
parents were proud of him. He got valuable
information. He received a lot of attention and
applause for his presentation. His teacher was
very satisfied.

EX 13.17
1) hinge
2) stage
3) gym
4) gel
5) giant
6) general
7) ginger
8) age
9) bandage
10) gentle
11) package
12) cage
13) orange
14) germ
15) page
16) damage
17) change

EX 13.13
The trip up the mountain was very perilous. We
were asked to be careful. We were very
nervous. We walked steadily up the mountain.
The scenery from the summit of the mountain
was beautiful. The birds were chirping
melodiously on the trees. We were ecstatic.
EX 13.14
Mike received a national award because of his
heroic action. He was elected by the members of
his community. He had a nice personality. He was
admired for his honesty and bravery. He never did
any illegal activities he was a law abiding citizen.

EX 13.18

EX 13.15

1) goddess
2) gum
3) gaze
4) gap
5) game
6) garbage

1) careful
2) coffee
3) collect
4) castle
5) electric
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7) gather
8) goat
9) gas
10) ghost
11) geese
12) goose
13) gutter
14) hog
15) get
16) gauze
17) gang
18) guard

EX 13.22
The sun was shining brilliantly. The ladies were
sitting on two benches in the park happily. The
leaves of the trees were making the place
shady. The breeze was blowing gently. The
birds were chirping merrily on the many
branches of the trees.
EX 13.23
Tom had to accompany his teacher to the
concert. He knew the address of the place well.
Forty students from our school were going to
perform. The audience was surprised at the
performance of the children. At the end of the
programme, the children were given dessert.

EX 13.19
On Christmas Day, businesses are closed.
People are truly happy on this day. They are
really ecstatic. They receive many gifts. People
use many colourful decorations. A lot of
foreigners visit the Caribbean for the Christmas
vacation. There is a lot of laughter and
happiness at this time of the year.

EX 13.24
When the accident occurred, the driver of the car
lay unconscious in his car until the ambulance
arrived on the scene. People quickly gathered to see
the commotion. When the paramedics arrived, they
quickly took the driver to the hospital. There they
took him to the emergency room and attended to
him immediately.

EX 13.20
On Mrs. Watson’s gate, she has the sign
beware of the dogs. So the passers-by are very
cautious when they are passing in front of her
house. People make sure and ask for
permission before they enter her yard. Her
neighbours are very scared of her dogs because
they are very vicious and fierce.

CHAPTER 14
EX 14.1
1) present
2) scattered
3) smooth
4) vaguely
5) deny
6) retreating
7) refused
8) disagree
9) modern
10) genuine
11) reckless
12) freed
13) descended

EX 13.21
It was my parents’ thirtieth wedding
annivesary. We were only able to
accommodate fifty of hour relatives. They were
excited about coming to the celebration. We
catered all our parents’ favourite dishes. We
decorated the hall beautifully.
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14) assemble
15) destroyed
16) cowardly
17) timid
18) released
19) tip
20) scarcity

12) strange
13) suggestion
14) darted
15) convince
16) admitted
17) substitute
18) hungry
19) specimens
20) cut off, sever

EX 14.2
1) seldom
2) majority
3) interior
4) voluntary
5) rare
6) revealed
7) inferior
8) contract, cold
9) local
10) transparent
11) accepted
12) weak, feeble
13) allowed
14) shortage
15) former
16) moving
17) temporary
18) spendthrift
19) ancient
20) reluctant

EX 14.4
1) sat
2) useless
3) find
4) strong, obstinate
5) scorn
6) hold
7) mock, imitate
8) peak
9) freed
10) sever, cut off
11) rude
12) bad
13) created
14) put in
15) faithful
16) told, guided
17) reflection
18) thrown, scattered
19) tied
20) adjust

EX 14.3
1) obvious
2) calamity
3) industrious
4) reasonable
5) handle, operate
6) robust
7) maximum
8) scolded
9) serious
10) unwilling
11) elated

EX 14.5
1) tasty
2) effort, attempts
3) hard working
4) active
5) exhausted
6) fierce, vicious
7) insolent
8) goal, plan, wish
9) lubricated
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10) wet
11) minimum
12) strange, weird
13) happy, excited, ecstatic
14) raise
15) fat, corpulent

13) unwillingness
14) important
15) continuous
16) alert, watchful
17) aid
18) goal, dream
19) bravery
20) happy, excited

EX 14.6
1) controlled
2) city, town
3) join
4) quiet, peaceful
5) cut, separated
6) stole
7) obtained
8) chased
9) leave
10) soaked
11) follow, stick
12) confusion, mayhem
13) tell, reveal
14) pierce
15) opponent, foe
16) convinced
17) great
18) change
19) chaos
20) ends

EX 14.8
1) watchful, vigilant
2) hated
3) unbelievable
4) revealed
5) repair
6) fired
7) forbidden
8) lucky
9) feeling
10) trick
11) pretended
12) drank
13) word
14) blamed
15) large

EX 14.9
The children were excited, elated, ecstatic
when they saw the clown came on stage to
perform. The crowd applauded after his
performance. He did many foolish tricks. The
children purchased many snacks. They
consumed the snacks greedily. He had a
assistance with him. Suddenly, a lion run away,
fled from its cage and there was confusion.

EX 14.7
1) hungry
2) begged
3) sad
4) stubborn
5) height
6) dug
7) well-known
8) lazy
9) rich, wealthy
10) peak
11) cloudy
12) recovering

EX 14.10
The interior of the home was beautifully decorated.
The industrious decorators started working from
early in the morning. The walls were in a bad state
and had to be repainted. They spent a great amount
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of money on the decorations. They had to change a
lot of furniture in the room.

EX 14.13
1) flea
2) loan
3) sole
4) gait
5) hail
6) alter
7) whose
8) cheque
9) through
10) male
11) waste
12) plane
13) fowl
14) sell
15) horse

EX 14.11
1) pair
2) sum
3) fair
4) hear
5) know
6) tale
7) formally
8) missed
9) weight
10) wood
11) weak
12) heal
13) knot
14) meet
15) heel
16) sun
17) stationery
18) launch
19) cheque
20) bored
21) currant
22) sent
23) vein
24) course
25) ceiling

EX 14.14
1) bow
2) bare
3) deer
4) fare
5) pain
6) pail
7) creek
8) rites
9) golf
10) paw
11) wait
12) peal
13) piece
14) dew
15) break
16) steak
17) steal
18) beat
19) pour
20) stare

EX 14.12
The sun was shining brightly. Alex made a kite and
went in the park to fly it. Some people were there
already flying their kites. Alex was hoping to meet
his friend Simon there. Vendors were there selling
delicious snow-cone and ice-cream. Since the wind
was very strong, the kites soared high in the ear.
The kites had a long tails. Suddenly, one got caught
on a tree. They had to send for help to get the kite
down.

EX 14.15
1) suite
2) rap
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3) too
4) stairs
5) site
6) wring
7) rowed
8) dye
9) foul
10) loose
11) Humane
12) Where
13) Lightning
14) Principal’s
15) Weather
16) Hoarse
17) Sole
18) Born
19) Allowed
20) Sore
21) Role
22) Borne
23) Urn
24) Brake
25) die

5) Fit for life
6) 45 minutes
7) To tell what is showing and at what time
8) It gives you information about what is
happening around the world/communication. It
provides people with leisure time or
entertainment

STUDY SKILL 2
1) Go riding, homework
2) Wendy
3) Tennis, watch t.v
4) a) Swim, watch t.v b) Monday, Saturday
5) Wendy. She spends more hours studying
because she wants to do well in her school
work. Wants to make sure she passes her exams
6) Yes, having a diary is important. It helps you to
remember things you have to do and things you
have done.

STUDY SKILL 3
1) 6 clubs
2) Football
3) Tennis
4) Shiva
5) Aleem, Winston
6) 6
7) Amy, Dexter, Aruna, Winston
8) Yes. It helps students to relax, destress/ They
get to socialize/Students learnt something
different from academic

EX 14.16
The children stood at the stairs and bawled at the
top of their voice. They were watching their kites
soar into the air. The weather was fine to fly kites.
The principal came to see what was happening. At
the sight of him, they ran away. The children had a
fear for him. They knew they were in trouble
because they were not allowed to fly kites on the
stairs.

STUDY SKILL 4
1) Hats
2) C
3) E
4) D, F
5) F
6) A
7)
a) Garment-clothes
b) Manufacture- make

CHAPTER 15
STUDY SKILLS
STUDY SKILL 1
1) Channel 6
2) Home Improvement
3) Wild Animals
4) Fit for life
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8) Blenders, refrigerator, stove
9) Table, chairs, bed, shelves

STUDY SKILL 8
1) Books
2) A coupon, 1 hr free internet
3) Learn about your past, gain knowledge
4) To attract readers that they have the latest
books
5) Telephone: 276-4011
a) Email: cindysbooks@yahoo.com
6) a)address
b) to know the distance if it is worth going there
7) affordable - reasonable, cheap/purchase - buy/
coupon - ticket, slip, voucher, token, form

STUDY SKILL 5
1) Thursday
2) 34 oC, 29 oC
3) 9:27 a.m
4) The lowest temperature
5) 3:38 a.m. ; 5:49 p.m.
6) Wednesday.
7) It is sunny
8) You can plan your activities to suit the weather
9) Forecast -to tell
10) Means when the sun will hardly be seen/go
when the sun is going down

COMPREHENSION PASSAGES
PASSAGE 1

STUDY SKILL 6

1) Genoa in Italy
2) he learnt to read, write and draw maps and
charts
3) so that they will know exactly they will be going,
to chart their journey to avoid rocky areas
where their ships could be damaged and how
long the voyage will take
4) ruined, destroyed
5) he lived near the sea, talked to many sailors
about their adventurous
6) He thought the world was round and not flat
7) To find the lands of Cathay (China) and Cipango
(Japan
8) The King and Queen of Spain provided
Columbus with three ships; The Santa Maria,
The Pinta and The Niña, a crew and provisions.
9) Yes. He learnt to read, write and draw maps and
charts and he was inquisitive. He didn’t believe
what people said. He wanted to find out for
himself

1) A lost pet
2) Friday August 29th
3) White with black tail, answer to the name pie
4) Reward of $500, no question asked
5) Calling 650-1214, Email: sam@dotmail.net
6) At the park, because most people there would
have seen him or would be familiar with him.
They would have seen something
7) Pet
8) Get my friends to help, put up posters of him,
give a reward

STUDY SKILL 7
1) Sept,Dec
2) 4000
3) August
4) Have a sale, have treats that will attract children
(snacks, toys, stickers)
5) School reopen, Christmas
6) 2000
7) To gain knowledge, for leisure, to develop their
writing skills
8) Yes. It shows/displays information in a very
simple way for people to read and understand.

PASSAGE 2
1) He crossed the Atlantic Ocean and came into
the New World.
2) The Caribs
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3) The Caribs were good hunters and also good
craftsmen. The Arawak were good farmers and
excellent craftsmen
4) made of mud and carat roofs
5) trade means to buy and sell
6) The leader of the Caribs and Arawak
7) Canoes made from the trunks of trees
8) Free Response/Felt disappointed because he
thought he would have been the first

7) Bile is secreted from the liver to neutralise the
acid from the stomach present in the food, as
well as, break down any fatty food particles.
8) Meaning
a) occurs - happens
b) contract- get smaller
c) absorption - to soak in
d) ascended - to go up
e) extracted- to take out
9) The rectum is a controlled, muscular door which
when activated sends the brain a message
saying that the person needs to use the toilet.
10) The solid waste that is removed

PASSAGE 3
1) Muslims, Hindus and Christians
2) Diwali
3) Because the moon does not rise and darkness is
spread is spread all around
4) the triumph of light over darkness and good
over evil
5) Meaning
a) triumph - victory
b) significance -importance
c) auspicious - favourable, lucky
d) enhance - to improve
e) splendour - magnificence , brilliance, glory
6) Prosperity and Wealth
7) To honour Mata Lakshmi with great hope that
she showers her blessing on their lives.
8) Ravana was the king of Lanka.
9) Rangoli is a beautiful art work made at the
doorsteps on the floor.
10) To honour the return of Ram and Sita , triumph
of light over darkness

PASSAGE 5
1) In a vineyard
2) He saw bunches of juicy grapes
3) free response (A place where grapes are grown)
4) To make sure no one was watching
5) Juice, wine
6) Failed
7) He jumped upwards, he took some running
steps and leapt into the air towards the grapes.
8) It was getting dark, he was hungry his legs were
hurting
9) When someone can’t have something, they say
something negative about it to console
themselves

PASSAGE 6
1) The light from the sun is absorbed by the
earth’s surface, some is trapped by the earth’s
atmosphere some is reflected back to the
earth’s surface while some is sent back into
space.
2) It helps to make earth liveable for organisms
3) These gases, absorb the escaping heat, and
send it back to the earth’s surface, causing a
warming effect
4) converting
5) the melting of the polar ice caps, rising sea
levels, climate changes

PASSAGE 4
1) The digestive system is the pathway by which
we obtain nutrients from our food
2) The teeth tear, grip and grind the food.
3) It gathers small amounts of food together and
rolls it into tiny balls called bolus.
4) It is a long muscular, narrow pathway
5) The function of the stomach
6) The duodenum is the first part of the small
intestines.
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6) meaning
a) susceptible- prone, liable, subject
b) vanishing-disappearing
7) means coral reefs flourish or grow well in
shallow, warm water
8) By reducing the use of fossil fuels

4) Trees are used for wood and to make paper, for
habitat for animals
5) Meaning
a) Urban-town
b) Impact-influence, impression
c) Massive-huge
6) No. It can be caused by natural factors like
wildfires.
7) A major negative effect of deforestation is the
loss of habitat for millions of species
8) Free response ( plant a tree, stop cutting down
the trees)

PASSAGE 7
1) Pollution is the contamination of the physical
environment through the introduction of
harmful substances.
2) It occurs when factories or industrial areas
release harmful chemicals such as; carbon
monoxide, sulphur dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons
and nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere
3) Carbon monoxide,
4) It causes buildings to corrode and destruction of
ecosystems
5) Sewage covers and coats corals, suffocating and
killing them.
Plastic items are swallowed by sea turtles and
dolphins which can lead to death.
6) Meaning
a) Corrode-rust, destroy
b) Destination-end
7) accumulation
8) Pesticides and chemicals used in agriculture run
off in ocean, People dump their household
garbage, by untreated chemicals and domestic
wastes
9) Free response (stop burning garbage, dispose
of garbage properly)
10) Man

POEMS
POEM 1
1) Two examples of personification are: kindest
thing I know, To touch the beams of morning
sun, They do no harm
2) Because trees don’t really don’t do harm. They
only do good things for people and animals.
3) Sight:
a) the beams of morning sun.
b) to hold the light
c) evening changes into night
4) glides-floats
5) boughs-branches
6) They provide food for us and home for animals
7) In Spring new plants begin to grow
8) The branches provide shades for the cows to
sleep

POEM 2
1) From down the hills
2) They were walking with swinging hips, and
steady stride
3) To supply food for the people
4) Cared for- tended
5) The sun and rain have helped the crops to grow
well
6) Yes they were important. For if they didn’t plant
crops there would be a shortage of food for the
people in the town./ or no food

PASSAGE 8
1) Deforestation is the clearing of the Earth's
forests on a massive scale
2) Forests are cut down for agriculture .Farmers
remove trees for land to plant crops or graze
livestock. For wood and paper products.
3) “slash and burn” is the cutting down trees and
burning of trees on a large scale
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7) Meaning:
a) Stride- step, walk, pace
b) Reaped- harvested, picked
8) They dug and turned up the soil and placed the
seeds in the soil to grow
9) The line :And in the rain and sunshine
10) They were hard working. They hoed, and dug
and reaped
11) Yes. They come, bearing fruits
12) Market Women

7) The King made a promise that he will make the
Beggar become his queen
8) Meaning
a) Praised-compliment, admire
b) Attire- clothes
9)
Person
How they were
dressed
King
robe and crown
Beggar maid
poor attire, bare
footed

POEM 3

POEM 5

1) Hearing: The squalling cat, the squeaking
mouse, The howling dog
2) The moon has a face like the clock
3) A quay is a platform that runs along the edge of
a port or harbour, where boats are loaded and
unloaded
4) All the thigs that move about in the day go to
sleep in the night and is out of the way
5) The bat comes out by the light of the moon.
6) Flowers and children go to sleep and wake up
when the sun rises
7) Snuggle-cuddle
8) The moon shines on thieves, on streets and
fields and harbour quays
9) Mood - Peaceful
Example - Flowers and children close their eyes
Cuddle to sleep to be out of her way

1) Sight: little black dog, A fly on a fence, a bird on
the wing, a leaf on the tree, a kite in the sky
2) Sounds: She grumbles, bellows
3) Hurrying-scurrying
4) He like to bark at every tiny thing, he likes o
chew on shoes
5) Mood Funny
6) He does everything he is not supposed
7) They wanted a watch dog they got one but it
didn’t do the things it was supposed to do. It
chewed on their shoes and cushions instead.
8) No he wasn’t doing his job because they said he
will watch for letters, books
He barks at every ting thing but watch for a
stranger No, not she! Which shows she is not a
watch dog
9) Scurrying means hurrying/ moving quickly
10) The playful little dog/The naughty little dog

POEM 4
1) To show respect because she was not neatly
dressed.
2) Sight: more fair than words can say, Bare
footed, poor attire was seen, As shines the
moon in clouded skies
3) Promised- oath
4) She was compared to the moon in clouded skies
5) One refers to the Lord
6) The beggar maid was the most beautiful woman
in the land

POEM 6
1) She yawns
2) She was probably sitting for a long time.
3) Stretches her legs
And shows her claws
Then she gets up
And stands on four
Long still legs,
4) Gentle -delicate
5) Sight - free response
6) Cat yawns, stretches her legs, arches her back
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7) Particular- specific, exact
8) Arches- curves
9) She takes her time and let her body down/ she
carefully let herself down/ And pads away with
her tail in the air
10) Peaceful/ calmness

14) since
15) began
16) when
17) medication
18) carries

TEST 3

TESTS

1) devotion
2) benches
3) prayer
4) mediation
5) stories
6) nuisance
7) Flying
8) awesome!
9) Cou.
10) following:
11) There
12) Barbados?
13) obtained
14) from
15) raised
16) more food
17) of
18) production, produce

TEST 1
1) shelves
2) boxes
3) ladies
4) chatted
5) checked
6) cashier
7) Queen’s
8) England.
9) countries:
10) While
11) Gayle
12) Gayle!
13) Mary’s
14) stopped
15) children’s
16) Mr. Charles’
17) when, as
18) Amy’s

TEST 4
1) folklore
2) baptized
3) fact
4) conical
5) horrible.
6) lead
7) Bois?
8) Lucia.
9) Diablesse
10) deer’s
11) cow’s
12) hunters”.
13) most famous
14) grown
15) childhood

TEST 2
1) beaches
2) rolling
3) whether
4) simply
5) famous
6) accessible
7) Devils’
8) there?
9) said,
10) its
11) Amerindian
12) Earth”
13) grows
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16) playing
17) has
18) unites

18) so

TEST 7
1) physical
2) contamination
3) storage
4) moisture
5) for
6) plastics
7) regret”
8) scientists,
9) I t
10) e n v i r o nm e nt .
11) f o l l o w i n g :
12) Amerindian
13) orphanage
14) paid
15) grew
16) was
17) most popular
18) admiration

TEST 5
1) contaminated
2) processing
3) germs
4) utensils
5) raw
6) bacteria
7) you’re
8) exception.
9) world,
10) you’ll
11) it’s
12) think?
13) Is
14) which/that
15) as/since
16) wonders
17) take
18) importance

TEST 8
1) millions
2) environment
3) new
4) recyclable
5) impact
6) waste
7) Duoen?
8) Tobago’s
9) children.
10) Oh!
11) Mike
12) lost”
13) goes
14) were
15) since
16) arrangement
17) themselves
18) would

TEST 6
1) through
2) increasing
3) modern
4) sustainable
5) approach
6) encourages
7) “My
8) Soucouyant?
9) skin,
10) She
11) keyholes.
12) I’m
13) lay
14) that/ which
15) gracefully
16) through
17) violently
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